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S A L U T E  T O

SMALL BUSINESS

S
mall businesses are crucial to the economy. they contribute to overall fiscal health by bringing 
growth and innovation to our communities. In a big city like L.A., small businesses often offer a more diverse 
inventory or specialize in providing unique or personalized customer experiences. They also help stimulate economic 
growth by providing employment opportunities to people who may not be a good fit for larger corporations.

This section is a celebration of those small and emerging businesses — and the organizations that help them thrive.  
Prefacing the articles in this section about what makes small businesses tick, we’ve taken the opportunity to spotlight four 
organizations that go out of their way to assist emerging companies through special programs and initiatives.
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GOLDMAN SACHS
10,000 SMALL BUSINESSES
A program to help entrepreneurs create jobs and economic opportunity

G oldman Sachs’ 10,000 Small Businesses program is an investment to help entrepreneurs create 
jobs and economic opportunity by providing greater access to education, capital and business 
support services. To date, more than 7,300 business owners have graduated from the program 

across all 50 states in the US, Puerto Rico and Washington, D.C.
Data demonstrates the program’s lasting impact on small business growth, and provides insights 

into how America’s small businesses can create jobs and drive opportunity. Goldman Sachs’ 
10,000 Small Businesses fosters economic development by providing growth-oriented entrepre-
neurs with the tools needed to take their businesses to the next level. Program results consistently 
show that they are applying those tools to create jobs and meaningfully impact communities 
across the country.

Most 10,000 Small Businesses participants significantly increase their business revenues soon 
after completing the program. According to recent report on the program’s progress, within 
six months, over two-thirds (67.2%) of program alumni reported revenue growth. Longer term 
results reinforce widespread revenue growth, by 30 months almost four out of five (77.8%) alumni 
increased revenues. To place this into the context of the broader economy, slightly less than half 
of U.S. small businesses surveyed by the National Small Business Association (NSBA) for its 2016 
Year-End Economic Report reported increasing their revenues. Job creation by 10,000 Small Busi-
nesses alumni is consistently strong, with 47.1% of business owners reporting job growth within 
six months. At 30 months after program completion, 56.5% of program alumni reported adding 
new jobs.

Goldman Sachs’ 10,000 Small Businesses emphasizes the importance of capital as the fuel for 
business growth. Participants develop a growth plan, which identifies both the funding needed and 
the most likely sources of capital. Participants are also exposed to a variety of lenders and provided 
with the opportunity to fine-tune their “pitch” for capital. Program data consistently shows that 
over time, 10,000 Small Businesses alumni both apply for and receive external funding more fre-
quently after completing the program. Alumni seeking funding from banks or other financial insti-
tutions were approved 69.2% of the time within six months.

Learn more at goldmansachs.com/citizenship/10000-small-businesses/US/#

KAISER PERMANENTE
PARTNERSHIP WITH INNER CITY CAPITAL CONNECTIONS (ICCC)
A program designed to recruit and support small and medium-sized businesses 
of all diverse backgrounds

F ounded in 1994 by Harvard Business School Professor Michael Porter, ICIC is a national non-
profit organization and the leading authority on U.S. inner city economies and the businesses 
that thrive there. ICIC’s mission is to drive economic prosperity in America’s inner cities 

through private sector investment to create jobs, income and wealth for local residents. In addition 
to a Research and Advisory practice, ICIC has several Urban Business Initiatives (UBIs), which 
include the Inner City Capital Connections (ICCC) program. 

ICCC is a tuition-free executive leadership training program designed by the Initiative for a 
Competitive Inner City (ICIC) to help business owners in economically-distressed areas build 
capacity for sustainable growth in revenue, profitability, and employment. It is the only program of 
its kind to provide three critical elements for sustainable growth: 1) capacity-building education; 
2) one-on-one coaching; and 3) connections to capital and capital providers.

Aimed at ensuring the long-term growth of inner city businesses, the program helps business 
owners provide local residents and surrounding anchor institutions with vital services, create jobs, 
generate wealth, and help drive economic growth in their own communities.

ICCC is designed for busy executives of all expertise levels, and its impact is proven to 
strengthen businesses and the inner city communities where they operate. It helps bridge the gap 
for the 70% of inner city businesses that are dramatically undercapitalized, but that cite lack of 
knowledge and relationships as key barriers to obtaining it.

ICCC has returned to Los Angeles for the sixth year in 2019 thanks to lead sponsor, Kaiser 
Permanente. Los Angeles is home to 322 ICCC alumni, and since their participation they have 
averaged 116% growth in revenue, created 2,875 jobs, and raised $186.8 million in capital.

The goal is to recruit and support small- and medium-sized businesses in Los Angeles of all 
diverse backgrounds. 

Specific topics include marketing strategy, talent management, entrepreneurial finance, nego-
tiation and persuasion, and presentation skills. Participants leave with actionable strategies for 
measuring growth, creating harmony between employees and customers, and building a team that 
supports business goals. While the topics are refreshed frequently to reflect current business trends, 
the program content is consistently designed to help businesses build capacity and achieve sustain-
able growth.

Learn more at icic.org/urban-business-initiatives/inner-city-capital-connections/losangeles

SUPPORT FOR SUCCESS: SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
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USC VITERBI STARTUP GARAGE
INCUBATOR TARGETING EARLY-STAGE TECHNOLOGY STARTUPS
Programs that provide workspace and professional guidance for start-ups

L ocated in the heart of Silicon Beach in Marina Del Rey, the USC Viterbi Startup Garage is a 
unique incubator for early-stage technology startups. The Garage focuses on deep technology 
and AI-enabled companies. 
There are two type of memberships in the Viterbi Startup Garage program:
• Residents – Enjoy 24/7 access to co-working space and view the Garage space as their primary office.
• Associates – Have access to the space to engage with colleagues, mentors, and staff.
Vierbi Startup Garage members enjoy the following:
1. An amazing community – Startups surround themselves with like-minded entrepreneurs, work-

ing under the same roof to bring ideas to life. They become part of a community where teams are 
supportive of one another, readily help each other, and cheer each other on as they seek to make 
their own dent in the universe.

2. Extensive free support – With tactical assistance including Innovator-in-Residence coach-
ing, topical workshops, and more, member companies enjoy the resources needed to transform 
technology into a viable business — at absolutely no cost. Because the Garage is supported by the 
University of Southern California Viterbi School of Engineering, it does not take equity or charge 
any fees.

3. Access to the USC network – Member companies get dialed in to USC’s famed network of 
alumni, mentors, investors and potential partners, both here in Southern California and beyond.

Also worth noting is the Synchrotron, a special focused edition on life sciences and healthcare 
companies. Early-stage startups are encouraged to learn the tactical side of setting up their com-
panies through the Viterbi Startup Garage’s accelerator program. Wherever each startup is in its 
customer discovery journey, they can take the next step to formally launching the company via 
the Synchrotron program. Applications are open for a special focused edition on healthcare of the 
Synchrotron Program, the accelerator program for USC’s Viterbi Startup Garage. The program 
will be led by a life sciences venture capitalist and will include participation from LA-based angels, 
VCs, and other service providers. The classes include topics such as capitalization tables, incorpo-
ration, Boards of Directors, and other nuts and bolts, as well as emphasizing customer discovery. 
Furthermore, upon successful completion teams will receive strong consideration for full-time resi-
dency at the Viterbi Startup Garage.

Learn more at viterbiinnovation.usc.edu/vsg/

VEDC / JP CHASE MORGAN
THE NATIONAL AFRICAN AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS LOAN FUND
A lending program to boost economic opportunity for minority-owned businesses 
and help them serve low-income communities

I n 2015, VEDC and JPMorgan Chase & Co. announced a new lending program for African 
American-owned small businesses in New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles. The National 
African American Small Business Loan Fund will boost economic opportunity for minori-

ty-owned businesses in these cities and help them serve low-income communities by providing 
them with greater access to capital, technical assistance and financial consulting. JPMorgan 
Chase Foundation contributed a $3 million grant to help VEDC reach its goal of creating a $30 
million loan fund.

Facilitated by VEDC, a California 501(c)3 Community Development Financial Institution 
(CDFI), this fund provides financing for businesses across all industries. By providing the initial 
grant to seed the Fund, JPMorgan Chase helped VEDC launch the program in support of small 
businesses that are a critical source of jobs and economic opportunity in their neighborhoods, but 
can often be credit-impaired and unable to qualify for traditional capital. Without access to sus-
tainable financing, these businesses may miss a growth opportunity or risk closing their operations.

The National African American Small Business Loan Fund provides short- and long-term 
loans. Loan sizes vary, but the average loan may range from $35,000 to $250,000. The JPMorgan 
Chase grant allowed the National African American Small Business Loan Fund to provide loans 
and technical assistance and establish a loan loss reserve. This reserve helped VEDC to expand 
its lending criteria to New York, Chicago and Los Angeles small businesses that traditionally may 
not qualify for a loan.

Businesses receiving financing are able to use the capital to expand, finance equipment, 
address short-term cash flow needs and provide contractor lines of credit. The Fund also provides 
small business loan recipients with technical assistance such as networking, marketing, business 
plan development and financial consulting. Eligible small businesses must be majority-owned by 
African Americans.

“We know that mission lenders hold the key in providing a sustainable source of capital to 
minority borrowers and those that have been left out of the economic mainstream,” said Grady 
Hedgespeth, Director of U.S. Small Business Administration Office of Economic Opportunity.

Learn more at vedc.org/press/vedc-jpmorgan-chase-announce-loan-fund-african-american-small-businesses

SUPPORT FOR SUCCESS: SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
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CSUN’s David Nazarian College of Business and Economics 
is dedicated to educating a diverse student population to 
achieve career success and be a force for a better future.

CSUN.EDU/NAZARIAN
(818) 677-2455

CSUN’s David Nazarian College of Business and Economics 
is dedicated to educating a diverse student population to 
achieve career success and be a force for a better future.
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T he saying that “cash is king” legitimately 
represents the importance of liquidity 
for any business. Cash is needed for 

everything involved to successfully run your 
business.

There are many reasons a business can fail, 
but one of the leading factors is running out of 
cash. A safety net is imperative to successfully 
persist through common events like a significant 
decline in sales, a mainstay customer not paying, 
or even being able to maintain seasonal busi-
ness cycles. Every business’s safety net will be 
different based on the volatility of the business 
or industry. 

While liquidity is never a one-size-fits-all 
solution, all businesses must consider the fol-
lowing:

PROPER FORECASTING WILL HELP ACCURATELY 
ESTIMATE YOUR COSTS AND REVEAL HOW MUCH 
CASH YOU’VE BEEN USING. 

Many businesses can predict the capital 
needed with standard financial statements 
and by reviewing historical reports. One of 
the best ways to calculate your business’s cash 
needs is to analyze spending patterns to suffi-
ciently fund future plans. This will also help in 
assessing what you’re trying to save your cash 
reserves for, such as funding a gap in business 
cycles. Forecasting should also be done to 
measure future cash flow projection. Review 
your financial reports and monthly budgets to 
predict the next 12-15 months and assess your 
needs. Always conservatively estimate your 
forecast as results often differ from your busi-
ness plan. Expenses are more predictable than 
revenue. Remember, past performance is not 

always the best predictor of the future.

UPON FIGURING YOUR FUTURE CASH NEEDS, 
YOU CAN THEN ESTIMATE HOW TO FUND YOUR 
OPERATING CYCLE.

With a strong projected financial state-
ment, you can then choose how to grow your 
reserves and maintain business stability. It’s in 
this stage that your relationship with a bank is 
essential as you can choose to pay down debt, 
pay off a revolving line of credit, apply for a 
loan, and more.

BALANCE IS EVERYTHING.
While liquidity that exceeds your safety net 

won’t necessarily hurt your business, companies 
that are flush with excess funds can face some 
of the same consequences as those that are 
underfunded. Sometimes businesses with too 
much cash take on more projects or larger scale 
projects, over-hire, purchase unmanageable 
assets, or take larger financial risks that affect 
projected fixed costs. Upon figuring your future 
cash needs, you can also consider funding your 
future growth and capital requirements for the 
next stage of your business. 

Your relationship with your financial insti-
tution can also help you to protect your cash 
by investing it in a CD or a variety of sweep 
accounts meant to safeguard your business and 
invest your capital. If your company finds itself 
in the position of having cash beyond its needs, 
remember holding considerable amounts of cash 
is an inefficient use of your capital.

PLAN AHEAD.
The best time to seek an arrangement for 

your cash reserves is before you need it; access 
to capital will fund growth. It’s crucial to take 
the time to fully understand your business 
and the numbers involved in it. You can then 
update your business plan, budget, and financial 
forecasts to glean the information regarding the 
cash reserves needed for your business’s long-
term growth. 

First Bank is available to help assess your 
current business needs, long-term goals, and var-
ious financing options ensuring a safety net is in 

place when you need it most.  No business oper-
ates  with an eye toward tomorrow quite like a 
family business. Let’s look forward to success.

Joseph Jeong is Group 
Manager at First Bank 
Small Business Sales. 
For more information, 
contact him at 
Joseph.Jeong@fbol.com 
or (626) 321-4015.

Cash Reserves: How Much Is Enough for Your Business?

SALUTE TO SMALL BUSINESS
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By LOIS SHELTON, PHD. 

D iversity isn’t just socially responsible; it’s 
financially beneficial. More and more 
expert studies confirm what many busi-

ness leaders intuitively understand – doing 
good leads to doing well.

For example, a McKinsey & Company 
study of over 1000 companies in 12 countries 
revealed that the firms in the top quartile 
for gender and ethnic/cultural diversity on 
executive teams were 21% and 33% respec-
tively more likely to outperform the national 
median EBIT for their industries. In the US, 
companies gained a 0.8% increase in EBIT for 
every 10% increase in racial and ethnic diver-
sity (Delivering through Diversity, McKinsey 
& Company, 2018).  

Also, Boston Consulting Group experts 
examined 1700 companies in 8 countries and 
found that companies with above average 
diversity in their leadership teams reported 
45% average innovation revenue, which was 
19% higher than the 26% average innovation 
revenue for companies with below-average 
leadership diversity. This means that compa-
nies with more diverse leadership generated 
nearly half of their revenue from products and 
services launched in the past three years, plus 
these firms had EBIT margins that were 9% 
higher than those with below-average diver-

sity (Boston Consulting Group Diversity and 
Innovation Survey, 2017). 

In a look at internal company dynamics, 
a Cloverpop study of 600 business decisions 
made by 200 different business teams in a 
variety of companies over two years, showed 
that greater team diversity was correlated 
with superior team performance. Although all 
male teams outperformed individuals 58% of 
the time, gender diverse teams out-performed 
individuals 73% of the time, and gender, age, 
and geographically diverse teams outper-
formed individuals 87% of the time (Clover-
pop.com).

These studies, and others like them, help 
quantify the bottom-line benefits of diversity, 
and provide concrete evidence that diversity 
yields a compelling competitive advantage. 
Three key sources contribute to this competi-
tive advantage, or “diversity dividend:”

1. Expanded Talent Pool – Diverse com-
panies are better positioned to win the war 
for talent since they can appeal to talented 
and skilled individuals from all types of 
backgrounds and all walks of life.

2. Wider Customer Base – Diverse com-
panies are better equipped to recognize, 
understand, and satisfy a wider range of 
customer problems, wants and needs.

3. More Innovative Solutions – Individuals 
and teams with different experiences, back-
grounds and perspective are more likely to 
view the same problem or situation in different 
ways and to offer different and novel solutions.

These three sources are most effective 
when combined together in an inclusive 
workplace, in which all employees, managers, 
and contract workers are treated with dignity 
and respect. An inclusive company culture, 
buttressed by strong policies, frees participants 
to brainstorm, debate and collaborate, and 
helps the firm capture the greatest gains from 
the diversity of its members.

As a result, companies which couple inclu-
siveness with diversity gain the foundation 
for greater revenues, profits and growth, plus 
the exceptional resilience and adaptability 
required to continue top performance in the 
midst of disruptions and uncertainty.  In com-
plex systems such as business organizations, 

diversity contributes to superior long-term 
performance and success in two key ways: 
1) by expanding the variety of responses to 
change, and 2) by expanding the capacity to 
learn and evolve (Diversity at Work, Bos-
ton Consulting Group, 2017). A company 
equipped with these two capabilities can resil-
iently withstand a greater array of challenges 
and can more adaptively devise winning 
actions and reactions. 

Looking farther than company boundaries 
is crucial to maximizing the gains from diver-
sity. Savvy executives view their firm as the 
center of a dynamic system, much like the 
nexus of an entrepreneurial network, which 
includes customers, suppliers and other key 
partners, and which can extend over national 
borders. In this network systems view, compa-
ny leaders examine opportunities to leverage 
the benefits of diversity not only internally 
within the firm, but externally across custom-
ers, suppliers and other essential stakeholders. 
For example, contracting with women-owned 
and minority-owned suppliers not only 
increases the flexibility of corporate supply 
chains, but also can provide greater insights 
to the customer needs of rapidly growing 
populations and easier access to previously 
untapped pools of talent. Likewise, exciting 
new approaches to production or product 
development can be tapped from internation-
al partners to address challenges in the local 
market, and then diffused throughout the firm 
to become company-wide best practices. 

Both large and small Los Angeles compa-
nies have numerous opportunities to leverage 
the competitive advantage of diversity, given 
the wonderfully vast assortment of people, 
perspectives, and partners in the larger met-
ropolitan area and beyond. As a leader in 
educating diverse populations, the Nazarian 
College of Business and Economics at CSUN 
is superbly equipped to assist businesses in 
capitalizing on those opportunities.

The Nazarian College ranks among the 
top 5% of business schools globally by virtue 
of its AASCB accreditation and is recognized 
as one of the Best US Business Schools by the 
Princeton Review.  With over 8,000 majors 
and 400 minors, the College offers one of the 
10 largest undergraduate business programs in 
the nation as well as graduate business pro-
grams lauded by US News & World Report, 
CEO Magazine, the Accounting Degree 

Review, as well as other esteemed agencies. 
As part of CSUN, which is a certified Hispan-
ic, Asian American, Native American and 
Pacific Islander serving university, the Nazari-
an College student body boasts ethnicities, 
races, and nations from around the world as 
well as members of all socio-economic strata.

Distinguished faculty skillfully combine 
active, team-based learning with small class 
sizes, engagement with practitioners, and 
hands-on experiences through consulting 
projects, internships, competitions, inter-
national excursions, and incubator/acceler-
ator programs. This pragmatic yet rigorous 
approach builds on student diversity and 
produces dividends in the capacity of Nazari-
an graduates to be more productive for the 
companies that hire them. 

Embracing diversity transforms the good 
business of offering high quality products and 
services into the better business of achieving 
superior financial returns and enhanced com-
pany reputation. The Nazarian College, and 
its students, faculty, staff, and alumni stand 
ready to partner with Los Angeles businesses 
in escalating this transformation and maxi-
mizing the competitive advantage of diversity.

Lois Shelton, PhD. is a professor of Management 
with the David Nazarian College of Business & 
Economics at CSUN. To learn more about the 
David Nazarian College of Business and Eco-
nomics, please visit csun.edu/nazarian.

Greater Diversity is Simply Better Business

These studies, and others like 
them, help quantify the bottom-

line benefits of diversity, and 
provide concrete evidence that 
diversity yields a compelling 

competitive advantage.

Dr. Shelton



We don’t stop when we get  
your business.

We keep earning it every day.

Proving ourselves, time and again is part of our daily routine and  
how we deliver on accountability at Torrey Pines Bank.

Bank on Accountability

torreypinesbank.com Top 10 - Forbes Best Banks

Torrey Pines Bank is a division of Western Alliance Bank, Member FDIC.  
Western Alliance ranks top ten on Forbes’ Best Banks in America list, four years in a row.
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C NBC and SurveyMonkey recently 
announced the results of their quarterly 
CNBC/SurveyMonkey Small Business 

Survey.
Each quarter, CNBC and SurveyMonkey 

poll over 2,000 small business owners aiming 
to measure the vitality of the American econ-
omy as well as the view from Main Street on 
jobs, taxes and other hot topics. In addition to 
measuring small business confidence nation-
wide, the large sample size gives CNBC the 
power to uncover trends by geographic region 
and among specific small business cohorts.

Key findings from the Q1 2019 CNBC/Sur-
veyMonkey Small Business Survey include:

•  53% of small business owners think a 
recession in 2019 is “very” or “somewhat 
likely.” Female small business owners are 
more likely than their male counterparts 
to think a recession is on the way. 61% 
of women say a recession is likely, vs. 
49% of men. Recession fears also break 
down along party lines. Just 38% of 
Republican small business owners say a 
recession is likely, vs. 79% of Democrats 
and 59% of independents.

•  Overall small business owner confidence 
has remained more positive than neg-
ative. 52% of respondents say current 
business conditions are “good,” com-
pared to 55% in Q4 2018, but still up 
from 47% in Q1 2018. This factor is just 
one component of the small business 
confidence index score, which decreased 
slightly from 59 to 58 this quarter.

•  20% of small business owners say a gov-
ernment shutdown is a “major concern” 

for their business. 29% say it is a “minor 
concern.” Exactly half (50%) say it is 
“not a concern.”

•  37% of respondents say they were 
impacted by the recent government 
shutdown. 35% of those impacted say 
they saw a slowdown in sales. About 
one in eight (13%) say they lost reve-
nue from a contract with a government 
agency and only 10% say they lost access 
to SBA loans.

“Though more than one in three small 
business owners were affected by the recent, 
record-long government shutdown, its impact 
barely registers in our overall measure of small 

business confidence,” said Jon Cohen, chief 
research officer at SurveyMonkey. “Key indi-
cators of revenue growth, hiring expectations, 
and job openings reflect stability rather than 
volatility at the start of 2019. Still, concern 
about another shutdown looms: two in 10 
say the threat presents a significant worry for 
their businesses.”

SurveyMonkey created a unique Small 
Business Confidence Index (SBCI), which is 
a 100 point score based on responses to eight 
key questions. The index is calculated on a 
scale from 0–100 and is based on the respons-
es to eight key questions. A zero indicates 
no confidence, and a score of 100 indicates 

perfect confidence. The first quarter of 2019’s 
SBCI has fallen from an overall value of 59 to 
58, indicating that small business owners are 
still more optimistic than pessimistic about 
the direction their business will go in the next 
12 months. The Q1 2019 SBCI is four points 
lower than the SBCI’s all-time high, which was 
recorded in both Q1 and Q3 2018. CNBC and 
SurveyMonkey first began tracking this quar-
terly index in Q2 2017.

The CNBC/SurveyMonkey Small Business 
Survey was conducted using SurveyMonkey’s 
online platform among a national sample of 
2,209 self-identified small business owners 
ages 18 and up. Respondents for this survey 
were selected from more than two million 
people who take surveys on the SurveyMon-
key platform each day.

Survey Results Reveal Small Business Confidence is Up

Overall small business owner 
confidence has remained 

more positive than negative. 
52% of respondents say current 
business conditions are “good.”
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FIRST BANK WISDOM
®

:

Being around for over a century doesn’t mean
we have all the answers, just smarter questions.

Let’s start a conversation.

How are you currently covering cash 
flow shortages?
A business line of credit can help keep your business running efficiently.
The benefits include the following:
• Improved cash flow
• Confidence to take on larger projects knowing the money is available 

when needed
• Flexibility for your changing business needs
• No fees on each advance

What makes sense for you and your business?
A Business Line of Credit?  Or a Business Credit Card?

How do you pay for everyday expenses?
A business credit card allows you to keep track of your business expenses, 
and unlike with credit advances, credit card balances aren’t charged interest 
when paid in full.  Plus, the following features are included: 
• 24/7 fraud protection
• $0 liability for unauthorized purchases
• Up to $1000/year for cell phone protection

Business Credit Card
Save money on interest with a great intro rate2 – 
0% intro APR on purchases and balance transfers 
for the first 6 billing cycles.  After that APR based 
on Prime Rate between 12.24% and 20.24% 
depending on creditworthiness.

onfidence to take on larger projects knowing the money is available 

Business Line of Credit
Prime + 0.58% for 12 months1

Frank Tapia 
o: (424) 282-2660 
c: (310) 433-5745 
frank.tapia@fbol.com

Jeff Sohn 
o: (818) 464-5220 
c: (818) 808-8258 
jeff.sohn@fbol.com

Philip Sheng 
c: (949) 705-8687 
philip.sheng @fbol.com

Yehya Chawich 
c: (818) 274-1162 
Yehya.Chawich@fbol.com

1 Limited time offer. The rate is a variable rate and is based 
upon an index and a margin. The introductory rate will vary 
with the First Bank Prime Rate (the index) and is based 
on First Bank Prime plus 0.58%. The introductory rate will 
remain in effect for twelve months after loan origination. 
After this, the variable rate will be First Bank Prime + 1.50%. 
Offer based on auto-debit of payments from a First Bank 
checking account. This offer applies only to applications for 
a new Simple Business Solutions Line of Credit on requests 
of $100,000 or less.
2 For additional information about Annual Percentage Rates 
(APRs), fees and other costs, please see the Summary of 
Credit Terms available when you apply at a branch.

Small Business
Month
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L incoln Financial Group has shared three 
financial planning tips for small business 
owners to help them gain a competitive edge 

in the marketplace.
“In some ways, the needs of small businesses 

are no different than any other. But when it 
comes to financial planning, small business 
owners need to take a more holistic approach 
to address the unique needs of their business 
and their employees now and in the future,” 
said Daniel Prisciotta, founder and president 
of Equity Strategies Group and a registered 
representative of Lincoln Financial Advisors. 
“That means thinking through the right strat-
egies and solutions available to small business 
owners including retirement, benefits and life 
insurance to help them be successful in any 
stage of their business.”

ATTRACT AND RETAIN TOP TALENT
Exceptional employees help support a 

small business owner’s success. But today, 
steady work and a good wage are not enough 
to attract and retain the best talent. Over 
half of employees agree that the benefits their 
employer offers influence their decision to 
join the company. And, 87 percent say they 
are more likely to enroll in benefits that they 
are familiar with and educated about — citing 
health care, dental, vision and retirement sav-
ings plans as those of most interest. Offering 
competitive employee benefits and providing 
comprehensive education around those bene-
fits gives an edge as an employer of choice in 
today’s competitive marketplace. Executive 
benefit strategies using life insurance can help 
attract and retain leaders within the business.

THINK ABOUT RETIREMENT – FOR YOU, YOUR 
BUSINESS AND YOUR EMPLOYEES

As a small business owner, you may be so 
focused on the day-to-day that you forget to 
plan for what’s ahead. Financial security is top 
of mind for many Americans with 86 percent of 
employees focused on saving and planning for 
their future.1 It is important for small business 
owners to understand the retirement needs of 
their employees and executives because doing so 
can boost employee satisfaction.

Retirement plans are especially valuable 
to Millennials and Gen-Xers, who believe an 
employer-sponsored retirement plan will be 
their top source of income in retirement.2 By 
providing a retirement savings plan to employ-
ees, small business owners can distinguish 

themselves as competitive employers who care, 
with the goal of helping employees save for 
retirement so they can achieve their retirement 
income goals.

But retirement planning isn’t just for 
employees. Small business owners should 
think about planning for their own secure 
retirement, as well as that of their key execu-
tives. Incorporating supplemental retirement 

strategies using life insurance and solutions, 
like annuities that can help provide a stream of 
income that can’t be outlived, can help owners 
and their executives achieve the retirement 
income goals they envision.

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS, YOUR EMPLOYEES
AND YOUR LOVED ONES

Small business ownership comes with a great 
amount of responsibility – for the business, for 
your employees, but also for yourself and your 
family. And many aren’t prepared with the right 
plan in place should something happen. In the 
case of critical illness, disability or premature 
death, the impact on a small business owner’s 
family savings and lifestyle could be significant. 
Business owners also face the financial risk asso-

ciated with the loss of an essential employee, 
such as an owner, a partner, a top executive or a 
member of the organization with unique talents, 
experience or skills that are crucial to the pros-
perity of the business. Life insurance and disabil-
ity insurance products can help mitigate these 
risks and protect your personal and professional 
interests. Life insurance can also help small 
business owners in their succession plans. With 

today’s longer lifespans, annuities can also be a 
useful solution when planning for a retirement 
income that needs to last for up to thirty years, 
or more.

“Small business owners need to be able to 
see the forest through the trees. A financial 
advisor can help by incorporating these tips 
into a comprehensive business plan to improve 
the probability of business owners achieving 
their vision and goals for a successful future,” 
added Prisciotta.

Information for this article was provided by Lin-
coln Financial Group, which provides advice and 
solutions that help empower people to take charge 
of their financial lives with confidence and opti-
mism. Learn more at LincolnFinancial.com.

How to Gain a Competitive Edge

Small business ownership comes with a great amount 
of responsibility – for the business, for your employees, 

but also for yourself and your family.
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By MADELEINE JUAREZ

T he value of any asset is what someone is 
willing to pay for it. Usually valuation is 
presented as an objective analytical process 

to measure value. While financial analysis is 
important, decisions, even financial ones, are 
primarily emotional. Analysis and logic serve 
to justify emotional decisions.

Many of us experience this when purchas-
ing a home. We must justify paying more for 
a home because we want a particular design, 
location or quality of workmanship. We may 
pay a higher price even though a more analyt-
ical measure, such as cost per square foot, may 
indicate that we are paying too much.

Likewise, when business owners are asked 
what they are willing to sell their company 
for versus the price they would pay for their 
company, the answers are very different. 
Would you like to guess which number is 
higher?

So what can you do as a business owner to 
generate excitement and maximize the valua-
tion of your company in the private market?

PRIVATE MARKET PLAYERS
The private market is composed of three 

major groups: financial investors, buy-out 
groups and strategic investors.

A financial investor prefers to invest with 
the existing management team. The investor 
may be a private individual (an “angel”) or 
may be an institutional venture capital fund. 
These investors do not want to manage or con-
trol the company’s operations.

Buy-out groups, however, do want operating 

control and often will replace existing man-
agement.

A strategic buyer invests because of per-
ceived “synergies” or overlaps between compa-
nies. A franchisee acquiring another franchisee 
would be an example of a strategic purchase.

VALUATION YARDSTICK
In the private market, your company’s 

EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortization), is a common 
yardstick for establishing a value. Your compa-
ny’s value will be a multiple of EBITDA.

Private market multiples are seen in the 
following ranges:

•  “Typical” non-franchising company 6-9X
•  Pure Franchisor (no company stores) 

3-5X
•  Franchisor with at least 30% of stores 

corporat 5-8X
•  Franchisee 2-4X
As you can see, the private investor market 

is not as comfortable with a pure franchisor. 
One concern is that a pure franchisor will have 
greater difficulty reaching the size and growth 
plateaus required to generate an appropriate 
return for the investor. It is feared that a fran-
chisor will have difficulty maintaining a secure 
cash flow because franchisees will use at the 
least provocation and stop paying royalties. 
Another concern is that a pure franchisor does 
not have an operating infrastructure to be an 
effective “marketmaker” in their system to buy 
and sell existing franchisee operations and 
maintain ongoing concern values. A mature 
pure franchisor exhibits more characteristics of 
a financial management than a retail operating 

company.  As a result, franchisors with a sig-
nificant percentage of corporate stores trade at 
higher multiples.

If you are a franchisee, the value of your com-

pany is discounted by an investor’s perception 
of your ability to control your own destiny. To 
an extent, your future is dependent on the fran-
chisor. Also, your growth may be limited by the 
territory the franchisor is willing to grant you.

BEYOND THE EBITDA VALUATION
Investors miss many good opportunities 

because small-business owners fail to educate 
them about their business in terms the investor 
can understand, both intellectually and emo-
tionally. If you can overcome some investor 
concerns, you may obtain higher valuations.

This is done by pushing beyond the standard 
EBITDA-type analysis.  Companies are posi-
tioned along the following:

1) Concept 
2) Management 
3) Unit Economics 
4) Systems 
5) Historical Performance
First, your concept is the value-added service 

you bring to your customers. Hopefully, this 
success formula can be articulated in 10 words 
or less, like Boston Market’s “Quality of eating 
at home with a convenience of eating out” or 
Arrow Prescription Center’s “cost-effective 
delivery of pharmaceutical services.” Investors 
like concepts they can understand. Make it 
simple and intuitive.

Second, you need to demonstrate why 
your management team is up to the task of 
fulfilling your plan. This is not the time for 
rambling resumes. Make the key management 
team come alive and drive home that they 
have succeeded, an will continue to succeed in 
replicating your success formula and building 
future value.

Compelling unit economics for franchised 
concepts can translate into 25 percent or high-
er return on capital. You need to get beyond 
EBITDA margins at the unit level and analyze 
volume, cash flow and investment.

Systems are necessary because “retail is 
detail.” Appropriate and timely customer and 
cost data is one of the cornerstones for growing 
your business.

Finally, you want to show how your histori-
cal performance validates your success formula. 
Your approach to your business should give con-
fidence that you can achieve your business plan.

This may sound simple until you try to do 
it, especially before an unfamiliar audience 
or on the telephone. Remember, the key is to 
generate excitement and to push an investor’s 
emotional “hot button.”

Madeleine Juarez is a freelance writer and business 
investment consultant.

Attracting Investors as a Small Business Owner

SALUTE TO SMALL BUSINESS

While financial analysis is 
important, decisions, even financial 

ones, are primarily emotional.
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